Characterization of the porcine ATM gene: towards the generation of a novel non-murine animal model for Ataxia-Telangiectasia.
Ataxia-Telangiectasia (A-T) is a genetic disorder causing cerebellar degeneration, immune deficiency, cancer predisposition, chromosomal instability and radiation sensitivity. Among the mutations responsible for A-T, 85% represent truncating mutations that result in the production of shorter, highly unstable forms of ATM (AT-mutated) protein leading to a null ATM phenotype. Several ATM-deficient mice have been created however none reflects the extent of neurological degeneration observed in humans. In an attempt to identify an alternative animal model, we have characterized the porcine ortholog of ATM (pATM). When compared to the human ATM (hATM), the pATM showed a high level of homology in the coding region, particularly in the regions coding for functional domains, and had extensive alternative splicing of the 5'UTR, characteristic for the human ATM mRNA. Six different 5'UTRs resulting from alternative splicing of the first three exons were identified. The porcine 5'UTRs varied in size, had multiple ATG codons and different secondary structures, supporting the possibility of complex transcriptional regulation. Three of the six transcripts demonstrated alternative splicing of exon 3, the first putative coding exon, altering the translation start and giving rise to a putative protein lacking the N-terminus substrate binding domain (82-89 aa) involved in activation of human p53 and BRCA1 pathways. Real time-PCR analysis revealed variable expression levels of total ATM transcripts in individual tissues. Although each splice variant was ubiquitously expressed among the tissues, differences in the relative abundances of specific 5'UTRs were observed. The extensive alternative splicing of the pATM gene resembles the complex splicing observed in the hATM and could provide insights for differences observed between mice and humans with regards to the onset of A-T. Thus, the pig may provide a more relevant clinical model of A-T.